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(54) Massage chair

(57) A massage unit of a massage device moves up-

ward and downward along a backrest of a chair. A pair

of therapeutic arms are pivotably supported on a pair of

pivot arms projecting forward when viewed from the

backrest. Therapeutic fingers on the therapeutic arms

have massage balls disposed on them. The pivot arms

are driven to move the therapeutic arms in three dimen-

sions, i.e., up and down, left and right, forward and back,

so that a patient is massaged by the massage balls. An
angle detecting means detects the angle of the thera-

peutic arms relative to the pivot arms. The magnitude

and change in the output of the detecting means is used

to determine the portion of the patient's body that is be-

ing contacted by the massage balls at any time.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a massage
chair. More specifically, the present invention relates to

a massage chair that can detect a position on a patient

with which a therapeutic finger is in contact.

[0002] Referring to Figs. 1 and 2, a massage device

1 0 allows a patient to receive a massage from the neck
to the shoulder, back, and hips. The massage device 1

0

includes a chair 11 having a backrest 13. A massage
unit 30 in the backrest 13 can be raised and lowered.

The present invention relates to the massage device 1 0.

With the exception of the massage unit 30, the massage
device 10 is the same as conventional technology.

[0003] The massage unit 30 is attached by rollers 31

,

31 to guide rails 18 disposed in the backrest 13. A motor
21 rotates a threaded shaft 22 to move the massage unit

30 up and down in the backrest 13.

[0004] Left and right pivot arms 43, 43 project from
the massage unit 30. The pivot arms can move three-

dimensionally, i.e., left and right, up and down, and for-

ward and back. Therapeutic arms 42, 42 are pivotably

supported at the ends of the pivot arms 43, 43. Upper
and lower massage balls 41 , 41 are disposed at the free

ends of the therapeutic arms 42, 42. Each therapeutic

arm 42 is biased by a spring 82 so that its upper mas-
sage ball 41 projects forward.

[0005] In the massage device 10 described above,

the pivot arms 43
? 43 are driven, and the massage unit

30 is raised and lowered while the left and right massage
balls 41 are brought together and apart. This provides

a rolling massage for the entire upper body of the patient

from the shoulders to the back to the hips. Alternatively,

the massage unit 30 can be raised and lowered or

stopped at a position desired by the patient to provide

a localized massage. Also, some massage devices pro-

vide automatic programmed massages that combine
these two types of massages.

[0006] When performing rolling massage of the upper
body, the massage unit 30 moves back and forth be-

tween the shoulder and the hips of the patient. This re-

quires the shoulder position of the patient to be detect-

ed.

[0007] Also, to provide a localized massage by mov-
ing the massage unit 30 to a position desired by the pa-

tient, e.g.
,
shoulders, back, hips, it is necessary to detect

the height of the patient's shoulders, back, or hips.

[0008] The positions of shoulders, backs, and hips

vary from patient to patient. Also, the positions can
change even in the same patient depending on the pos-
ture in the chair. Thus, if the position of the patient's

shoulders or the like is not accurately detected, a posi-

tion different from the desired position will be massaged.
This can lead to reduced effectiveness in the massage
as well as to discomfort.

[0009] Thus, a massage device is available that al-

lows the shoulder position to be set up manually by the

patient. However, setting up the shoulder position man-
ually is inconvenient. Also, as described above, the

shoulder height can vary depending on posture. Thus,
5 settings must be made both when a different patient sits

down as well as when the same patient sits down at a
different time, or when a patient changes his or her pos-

ture. This is very inconvenient.

[0010] Japanese laid-open patent publication number
10 6-190012 A61H7/00 discloses a massage device that

automatically performs shoulder position detection. In

this massage device, pressure detecting means not

shown in the figures are provided on the massage balls

or arms. When the massage unit is at the upper section

*5 of the backrest 13, i.e., when the massage balls 41 are

out of contact with the patient, pressure detecting

means are roughly in an unloaded state. When the mas-
sage unit 30 is lowered and the massage balls 41 come
into contact with the shoulders of the patient, a load is

20 applied to the massage balls 41

.

[0011] Prior to the massage operation, the massage
unit 30 is lowered from the uppermost position of the

backrest 13 and the load on the massage balls 41 is

detected to determine the shoulder position.

25 [0012] In this massage device, once the shoulder po-

sition is detected, the back and hip positions are deter-

mined based on the shoulder position and the distance

from the seat 12, which serves as a reference position.

In other words, detection of back and hip positions re-

30 quires that the shoulder position be detected first. It is

possible for the patient to use the massage device while

sitting on a cushion or the like. In such cases, the height

of the seat 12, which serves as a reference position,

changes, but there is no mechanism to detect this. Thus,
35 even if the shoulder position can be determined, the

back and hip positions cannot be determined accurately.

[0013] Furthermore, if the patient changes posture or

shifts in the chair, the massage position must be rede-

tected, but this requires raising the massage unit and
re-detecting the shoulder position. Thus, real-time de-

tection of massage positions is not possible, particularly

for localized rolling massages on the hips and back.

[0014] Also, the disclosed massage device detects

shoulder position using pressure detecting means. This
^5 detection requires that the massage unit first be raised

while maintaining a fixed amount of protrusion for the

.

massage balls 41 . During the detection operation, the

patient must remain seated without moving.

[001 5] The object of the present invention is to provide

a massage device that overcomes the drawbacks of the

prior art.

[0016] It is a further object of the invention to provide

a massage device that can perform massaging based
on the body of the patient by determining massage po-

sitions on the patient not only for the shoulder position

50 OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
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but also for the positions of the back and hips.

[001 7] The above, and other objects, features and ad-

vantages of the present invention will become apparent

from the following description read in conjunction with

the accompanying drawings, in which like reference nu-

merals designate the same elements.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018]

Fig. 1 is a cross-section drawing of a massage chair.

Fig. 2 is a front-view drawing of a massage unit ac-

cording to the present invention.

Fig. 3 is a perspective detail drawing of a therapeu-

tic finger from the present invention where a thera-

peutic arm is tilted forward.

Fig. 4 is a perspective drawing of Fig. 3 as seen
from the opposite side.

Fig. 5 is a perspective detail drawing of a therapeu-

tic finger from the present invention where a thera-

peutic arm is roughly perpendicular.

Fig. 6 is an exploded diagram of angle detecting

means.

Fig. 7 is a circuit diagram of a detection circuit.

Fig. 8 (a) through (d) are graphs that show angles
and angle changes of a therapeutic arm relative to

a pivot arm as detected for different positions.

Fig. 9 is a graph showing the output voltage from

angle detecting means during shoulder position de-

tection.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0019] Referring to Figs. 1 and 2, a massage device

10 includes a massage unit 30 can be raised and low-

ered along a backrest 13 of a chair 11 . A pair of thera-

peutic arms "42, 42 are pivotably supported on a pair of

pivot arms 43, 43 projecting forward when viewed from

the backrest 13. Therapeutic fingers 40, 40 are disposed
on the therapeutic arms 42, 42. Massage balls 41, 41

are rotatably mounted on the therapeutic fingers 40, 40.

The pivot arms 43, 43 are driven to move the therapeutic

arms 42, 42 in three dimensions, i.e., up and down, left

and right, forward and back, so that a patient receives

a massage from the massage balls 41 , 41 . The mas-
sage chair 10 includes angle detecting means 70 de-

tecting changes in an angle of the therapeutic arms 42,

42 relative to the pivot arms 43, 43.

[0020] It is also desirable to include a detection circuit

90 (Fig. 7) which, when a massage operation is taking

place, detects a massaged position at which the mas-
sage balls 41, 41 come into contact with the patient

based on an angle change of the therapeutic arms 42,

42 relative to the pivot arms 43, 43 detected by the angle
detecting means 70. In this case, the detection circuit

90 stores pre-measured angles and angle changes of

4

the therapeutic arm 42 relative to the pivot arm 43 based
on massage positions. The measured angles and angle

changes are compared with the stored data to identify

massage positions.

5 [0021] In the massage device 10 according to the

present invention, angle detecting means 70 detects ro-

tational angle changes of the therapeutic arm 42 relative

to the pivot arm 43. The angle of the therapeutic arm 42
relative to the pivot arm 43 changes depending on

10 whether the massage ball 41 is out of in contact with the

patient or is in contact with the shoulders, back, or hips.

Thus, by measuring the angle changes in the arms 42,

43, the detection circuit 90 determines the position of

the massage ball 41 in real time.

'5 [0022] Since detection of the massage position does
not require a reference position, i.e., the shoulder posi-

tion or the seat, there is no need to raise the massage
unit 30 to the shoulder position to detect massage po-

sition as in the conventional technology.

20 [0023] Referring now specifically to Fig. 1 , the chair

11 includes a seat 12 on which a patient is seated. The
backrest 13 extends upward from the rear of the seat

12. Armrests 14 are supported along the left and right

sides of the seat 12. The seat 12, the backrest 13, and
25 the armrests 14 are internally formed and supported by

connected metal pipes, frames, plates, and the like.

These elements are surrounded by cushioning and cov-

ers.

[0024] An upper frame 16 and a lower frame 17 are
30 disposed inside the backrest 13, The ends of the upper

and lower frames 1 6 and 1 7 are connected by a pair of

guide rails 18 extending generally vertically parallel to

each other. Because the backrest 13 may be tilted for-

ward and backward, the term "vertically" is only a rela.-

35 tive term, and should not be treated literally. The upper
ends of the guide rails 1 8 extend upward past the upper
frame 16 where they are attached to a headrest 15 on
which the patient may place his/her head. The lower

sections of the guide rails 1 8 are pivotably supported by
40 the frame of the seat 12.

[0025] The guide rails 18, 18 are formed with a C-
shaped cross-section with the concave portions facing

each other. The massage unit 30 is attached along the

guide rails 18, 18 to allow raising and lowering.

45 [0026] Raising/lowering means 20 is disposed inside

the backrest 13. Raising/lowering means 20 includes

the threaded shaft 22 supported parallel to the guide
rails 18. A raising/lowering motor 21 rotates the thread-

ed shaft 22. A pulley 23 is disposed at the lower end of

50 the threaded shaft 22. The pulley 23 is connected to the

shaft of the raising/lowering motor 21 by a belt. When
the raising/lowering motor 21 is activated, the threaded
shaft 22 rotates forward or in reverse.

[0027] Referring to Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the massage unit

55 30 includes a chassis 32 supported by two pairs of roll-

ers 31 , one pair on each side. The two rollers 31 on each
side fit into the concave groove of the guide rail 18 on
its respective side. The chassis 32 includes a threaded

EP 1 210 927 A2
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cylinder 35 meshing with the threaded shaft 22. When
the threaded shaft 22 is rotated as described above, the

massage unit 30 is raised or lowered by the screw ac-

tion. A pair of treatment fingers 40, 40 in the massaging
means 50 together with a striking means 60, activating

the treatment fingers 40, 40, are moved up and down
with the massage unit 30. The chassis 32 is supported
by rollers 31,31 31,31 fitting, two on each side, into the

grooves of the guide rails 1 8.

[0028] The treatment fingers 40, 40 include pairs of

massaging balls 41 , 41 (or wheels) at the upper and low-

er ends of a flat therapeutic arm 42. The therapeutic arm
42 is bent at an angle at roughly its center. A flat pivot

arm 43 is supported at the bent section of the therapeu-
tic arm 42. The angle detecting means 70 is disposed
between the therapeutic arm 42 and the pivot arm 43 to

measure changes in the angle of the therapeutic anm 42
relative to the pivot arm 43.

[0029] The pivot arm 43 is pivotably supported on
massaging means 50 (Fig. 2). The rear end of the pivot

arm 43 is attached to a connecting rod 45 by a ball joint

44. This connecting rod 45 is connected to the striking

means 60.

[0030] The massaging means 50 includes a massage
shaft 52 pivotably supporting the sloped pivot arms 43,
43. A massage motor 51 rotates the massage shaft 52
through a reduction mechanism 53. Connection of the
pivot arms 43, 43 to the connecting rods 45, 45 prevents
rotation. When the massage shaft 52 rotates, the ther-

apeutic arms 42, 42 move to the left and right, causing
the massage balls 41 , 41 to move in a reciprocating mo-
tion toward and away from each other, thereby providing
a massaging action.

[0031] The striking means 60 includes a striking shaft

62 supporting the connecting rods 45, 45 of the treat-

ment fingers 40 , 40 with that the axes of the striking shaft

62 offset 1 80 degrees from each other. A striking motor
61 rotates the striking shaft 62 through a reduction

mechanism 63.

[0032] When the striking motor 61 rotates, the con-
necting rods 45, 45 connected eccentrically to the strik-

ing shaft 62 move the treatment fingers 40, 40 move ver-

tically in a reciprocating manner to provide a striking ac-

tion.

[0033] Referring now to Figs. 2-4, the treatment finger

40 includes the pivot arm 43 connected to the massage
shaft 52 and the striking shaft 62. The therapeutic arm
42, with its bend, is supported on the end of the pivot

arm 43. The massaging balls 41, 41 are supported at

the upper and lower ends of the therapeutic arm 42.

[0034] The therapeutic arm 42 is rotatably attached to

the pivot arm 42 is rotatably attached by a bolt 46
through a resin bearing 47. A nut 48 on bolt 46 secures
the therapeutic arm 42 to the pivot arm 43, while permit-

ting relative rotation therebetween.

[0035] As best seen in Fig. 3, pins 80, 81 project from
the therapeutic arm 42 and the pivot arm 43: The coiled

spring 82 extending between the pins 80, 81 urges the

upper massaging ball 41 toward a forward position.

[0036] An elastic rubber piece 80a is fitted. to the pin

80 on the therapeutic arm 42. The elastic rubber piece
80a is a stopper to keep the therapeutic arm 42 oriented

5 in a forward slope by abutting the pivot arm 43.

[0037] The present invention includes angle detecting

means 70 for detecting changes in the angle of the ther-

apeutic arm 42 relative to the pivot arm 43. Angle de-
tecting means 70 determines the positions on the body

10 of the patient at which the massage balls 41 , 41 come
into contact.

[0038] Angle detecting means 70 can be formed from
any convenient mechanism in which an output value or
output waveform of voltage, current, resistance, or the

15 like varies according to the relative rotation of the arms
42, 43.

[0039] In the following description, angle detecting

means 70 employs changes in inductance as a measure
of the angle. Referring now also to Fig. 6, the angle de-

20 tecting means 70 includes a cylindrical coil 71 and a
magnetic core 72 moving in and out from the coil 71 .

When the therapeutic arm 42 rotates, the magnetic core
72 moves into and out of the coil 71 , thereby changing
the coil inductance which is then used to detect angle

25 changes.

[0040] The coil 71 is formed from a conductor
wrapped around a cylindrical portion of a coil bobbin 73
disposed on the pivot arm 43. The coil 71 is wrapped
around the upper cylindrical section of the bobbin 73.

30 The bobbin 73 includes a guide hole 74 at its lower sec-
tion which slidably guiding the magnetic core 72 in and
out. A guide groove 75 extends through the bobbin 73
from the guide hole 74. A guide pin 77, projecting from
the magnetic core 72, rides loosely in the guide groove

35 75 to control rotation of the magnetic core 72, while still

permitting longitudinal motion theleof . The guide hole 74
extended longitudinally in the bobbin 73, as well as the
inside of the coil 71.

[0041] Returning now to Figs. 3 and 4, a pin shaft 84
projects perpendicularly roughly coaxial with the sup-
port bolt 46 in the pivot arm 43. The pin shaft 84 and the
pin 80 of the therapeutic arm 42 are connected by an
operating plate 86. The operating plate 86 is rotatably

fitted to the pin shaft 84 and the pin 80.

45 [0042] The operating plate 86 includes a slot 87 di-

rected perpendicular to the radial direction of the pin

shaft 84. The guide pin 77 of the magnetic core 72 is

slidably fitted in the slot 87.

[0043] Referring now to Fig. 3, when the therapeutic
50 arm 42 tilts forward, the bobbin 73 is rotated to a position

with respect to the pivot arm 43 at which the magnetic
core 72, fitted in the guide hole 74, is withdrawn from
the coil 71 Referring now to Fig. 5, when the upper and
lower massage balls 41 of the therapeutic arm 42 are

55 lined up roughly perpendicular, the guide pin 77 reaches
the vicinity of the upper end of the guide groove 75. At
this point, the magnetic core 72 enters the coil 71

.

[0044]
.
Going from Fig. 3 to Fig. 5, when the therapeu-
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tic arm 42 pivots relative to the pivot arm 43 so that when
the upper and lower massage balls 41 are lined up

roughly perpendicular the operating plate 86 rotates

along with the therapeutic arm 42, the guide pin 77
slides in the slot 87. At this time, the magnetic core 72
enters the coil 71 . Conversely, going from Fig. 5 to Fig.

3, the pull from the spring 82 causes the therapeutic arm
42 to be restored in the direction of its forwardly tilted

position. This slides the magnetic core 72 in the direction

of disengagement from the coil 71

.

[0045] Thus, the magnetic core 72 moves in and out

of the coil 71 as the therapeutic arm 42 rotates relative

to the pivot arm 43.

[0046] Referring to Fig. 7, a constant-voltage IC 92 in

the detection circuit 90 converts a 12V from a smooth
power supply 91 into a constant 5 V volts. An oscillator

circuit 93 generates a 1 00 kHz pulse train that is sent to

a transistor 94. The transistor 94 is turned on and off at

100 kHz. The resulting alternation of the transistor 94
between on and off is connected from the emitter of the

transistor 94 to the coil 71 . A resistor 95 is connected
from a terminal of the coil 71 to ground. When the in-

ductance of the coil 71 changes as a result of the chang-
ing current therethrough, the peak voltage of the pulse

train flowing through the resistor 95 changes. The peak
voltage is smoothed by a resistor 96 and a capacitor 97
and amplified by a differential amplifier circuit 98 to pro-

vide an output voltage.

[0047] An output voltage waveform is obtained from

the detection circuit 90 while the massage motor 51 is

rotating and massaging is taking place. The output volt-

age waveform is a characteristic shape depending on
the area of the patient's body with which the massage
balls 41 are in contact.

[0048] Referring to Fig. 8, by comparing the output

voltage waveform with waveforms stored ahead of time,

changes in the angle of the therapeutic arm 42 relative

to the pivot arm 43 can be detected. Referring to Fig. 8,

the value of 0 (zero) degrees occurs when the therapeu-
tic arm 42 is tilted the furthest forward.

[0049] For example, if the massage ball 41 is in con-

tact with the neck or head of the patient, the output

waveform shown in (a), having a low peak is detected.

The waveform in (a) is characterized by a small angle
change.

[0050] The waveform in (b) is produced when the

massage ball 41 is in contact with the shoulder. Contact
with the edge of the shouldercauses the upper massage
ball 41 to be pushed back, resulting in a large angle

change in the therapeutic arm 42.

[0051] The waveform in (c) is produced when the

massage ball 41 in contact with the back. The rotation

angle change and the angle formed by the arms 42, 43
are increased

:
and the angle changes significantly. A

large angle is formed between the arms 42, 43 because
the massage balls 41 , 41 are raised up to be almost per-

pendicular, and the angle change is large because the

patient is pushed so that the body is tilted forward when

the back receives pressure from the massage balls 41
,

41
. As a result, the restorative force of the spring 82 at-

tempts to return the therapeutic arm 42 back to its for-

ward tilting state.

5 [0052] The waveform in (d) is produced when the

massage ball 41 is in contact with the hip. In this case,

the angle formed between the arms 42, 43 is large but

the angle change is small. A large angle is formed be-

tween the arms 42, 43 because the massage balls 41
,

to 41 are raised up to a position almost perpendicular while

the massage is being performed. The angle change is

small because pressure on the hip from the massage
ball 41 is too small to force the patient to lean forward.

[0053] As described above, the changes and/or aver-
ts age values in the output waveform are used to identify

the posture of the patient in real time.

[0054] The detection operation described above can
be performed both while massaging is taking place with-

out the raising or lowering of the massage unit 30 and
20 while the massage unit 30 is being raised and lowered

to provide a full-body or localized rolling massage.

[0055] Also, evaluation values can be derived from
the output waveform, and these evaluation values can
be weighted to provide more accurate identification of

25 the patient's posture. The following is a description of

one such example.

[0056] The following three aspects of the output

waveform are used as evaluation values.

30 1. Average value M
2. Fluctuation width F = maximum value - minimum
value

3. Waveform uniformity B = maximum value - mini-

mum value / average value - minimum value
35

[0057] These evaluation values are used in the follow-

ing formula to calculate a closeness to the shoulder Ps.

40 Ps = K1 * Ms/M + K2 * F/Fs + K3 * B/Bs

[0058] In this formula, Ms, Fs, and Bs are statistical

averages of the evaluation values at the shoulder posi-

tion, and K1
,
K2, and K3 are weighting coefficients for

45 the evaluation values. One ortwo of the weighting coef-

ficients K1
,
K2, or K3 can be set to 0.

[0059] Evaluation values are calculated based on the

output waveform, and the shoulder closeness Ps is cal-

culated. When this value exceeds a predetermined
so threshold value, it can be assumed that the massage

position is at the shoulder. Similarly, for the back and
hip, a closeness Pb to the back and a closeness Pw to

the hip can be calculated using evaluation values, sta-

tistical averages of the evaluation values, and weighting

55 coefficients. Also, the absolute values of these three

evaluation values can be calculated for multiple body
locations and can be stored in memory as the body char-

acteristics of the patient.
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[0060] In this embodiment, massage positions are

identified as the shoulder, back, and hip. but this mech-
anism can be used to perform detection for just the

shoulder. The detection of the shoulder position can be
performed while the massage motor 51 is stopped. The 5

massage unit 30 can be moved from the uppermost po-
sition to the lowermost position while measuring the out-

put voltage from angle detecting means 70.

[0061] The operations involved when the massage
unit 30 is lowered while the treatment fingers 40, 40 are 10

spread apart from each other will be described. Refer-
ring to Fig. 9, when the massage unit 30 is at the upper
position of the backrest 13 as shown by the solid lines,

i.e., when the massage balls 41 are not in contact with

the patient, the therapeutic arms 42, 42 are tilted forward '5

by the biasing from the spring 82. As a result, the output
voltage from angle detecting means 70 is roughly 0, or

minimum. The massage unit 30 is lowered and the up-

per massage balls 41 come inlo contact with the edge
of the patient's shoulder. As the massage unit 30 is low- 20

ered after contact of the massage balls 41 with the
shoulder, the therapeutic arms 42, 42 are raised to a
roughly perpendicular state. This causes the magnetic
core 72 to enter the coil 71 . This produces a high output
voltage from the angle detecting means 70. 25

[0062] Output voltage thresholds, inclines, and wave-
form characteristics for the shoulder position can be set
up ahead of time so that comparison can be made with

the output voltage from angle detecting means 70, thus
allowing detection of the patient's shoulder position. 30

[0063] Since angle detecting means 70 is formed with

the coil 71 and the magnetic core 72, detection can be
performed in a non-contacting manner. Thus, detection
of the patient's position can be provided at low cost while
providing a longer mechanical and electronic lifespan. 35

[0064] Referring to Fig. 9, when detecting the shoul-
der position with the treatment fingers 40, 40 close to

each other, the massage balls 41 come into contact with

the patient's head before the shoulder, as indicated by
the dashed lines. As a result, the therapeutic arms 42, *o

42 rotate backward slightly, and output voltage is detect-
ed from angle detecting means 70. As the massage unit

30 is lowered further, the therapeutic arms 42, 42 are
restored roughly to their forward tilting position near the
neck, and the output voltage from angle detecting 45

means 70 approaches zero. As the massage unit 30 is

lowered further, the massage balls 41 , 41 come into con-
tact with the shoulder as described above, and subse-
quent operations are the same as in the example illus-

trated with solid lines in Fig. 9. 50

[0065] By setting up output voltage thresholds, in-

clines, and waveform characteristics for the shoulder
position ahead of time as described above, the patient's

shoulder position can be detected as described above
even when the massage balls 41 , 41 come into contact 55

with the head first.

[0066] The description of the embodiment is provided
for the purpose of illustrating the present invention and

does not restrict or narrow the invention described in the
claims. The elements of the present invention are not
restricted to what is described in the above embodiment,
and various changes may be made within the technical

scope of the claims.

[0067] In the above embodiment, the therapeutic

arms 42, 42 are connected to the massage shaft 52 by
the pivot arms 43, 43 to move the massage balls 41 , 41
toward and away from each other. However, the present
invention is not restricted to this embodiment. For ex-

ample, the present invention can be implemented in a
massage chair wherein the massage balls 41, 41 are
moved toward and away from each other by connecting
the therapeutic arms 42, 42 directly to a massage shaft.

In this case, either the coil 71 or the magnetic core 72
is attached to the therapeutic arm 42, 42, and the other
element is attached to a section where there will be rel-

ative displacement when the therapeutic arms 42, 42
rotate.

[0068] Having described preferred embodiments of

the invention with reference to the accompanying draw-
ings, it is to be understood that the invention is not lim-

ited to those precise embodiments, and that various

changes and modifications may be effected therein by
one skilled in the art without departing from the scope
or spirit of the invention as defined in the appended
claims.

[0069] A massage unit of a massage device moves
upward and downward along a backrest of a chair. A
pair of therapeutic arms are pivotably supported on* a
pair of pivot arms projecting forward when viewed from
the backrest. Therapeutic fingers on the therapeutic
arms have massage balls disposed on them. The pivot

arms are driven to move the therapeutic arms in three

dimensions, i.e., up and down, left and right, forward and
back, so that a patient is massaged by the massage
balls. An angle detecting means detects the angle of the

therapeutic arms relative to the pivot arms. The magni-
tude and change in the output of the detecting means is

used to determine the portion of the patient's body that

is being contacted by the massage balls at any time.

Claims

1. A massage chair comprising:

a backrest on said chair;

a massage unit associated with said backrest;

means for permitting raising and lowered said

massage unit along said backrest;

first and second therapeutic arms pivotably

supported on first and second pivot arms, re-

spectively, projecting forward from said back-
rest;

therapeutic fingers on said therapeutic arms;
massage balls on said therapeutic fingers;

means for driving said pivot arms in three di-
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mensions to massage a patient with said mas-
sage balls; and

angle detecting means lor detecting an angle

of said therapeutic arms relative to said pivot

arms.

2. A massage chair according to claim 1 further com-
prising:

therapeutic arm;

said coil and core being positioned so that said

core moves in and out of said coil in response
to motion of said therapeutic arm; and

angle detecting means for detecting changes
in an angle as said therapeutic arm and moves
said magnetic core and said coil move relative

to each other.

a detection circuit;

said detection circuit including means for de-

tecting a massage position on a body of a pa-

tient on which a massage operation is taking

place; and

said detection circuit being responsive to a po-

sition at which said massage balls contact said

patient based on an angle change of said ther-

apeutic arms relative to said pivot arms detect-

ed by said angle detecting means .

3. A massage chair according to claim 1 wherein said

angle detecting means includes:

a coil disposed on one of said therapeutic arm
and said pivot arm;

a magnetic core disposed on the other of said

therapeutic arm and said pivot arm;

said core being moved into and out of said coil

by a change in said angle.

4. A massage chair according to claim 2 wherein said

angle detecting means includes:

a coil disposed on one of said therapeutic arm
and said pivot arm;

a magnetic core disposed on the other of said

therapeutic arm and said pivot arm;

said core being moved into and out of said coil

by a change in said angle.

5. A massage chair comprising:

a backrest;

a massage unit in said backrest;

means for raising and lowering said massage
unit in said backrest;

a pair of therapeutic arms on said massage unit

projecting forward therefrom;

therapeutic fingers on said therapeutic arms;

massage balls on said therapeutic fingers;

means for moving said therapeutic arms in

three dimensions whereby a patient receives a

massage from said massage balls;

one of a coil of wire and a magnetic core dis-

posed on said therapeutic arm;

the other of said coil of wire and said magnetic
core being mounted on an element of said mas-
sage unit which moves differently from said

10 6. A massage chair according to claim 3 wherein said

coil is a cylinder and said magnetic core moves in

said coil in a reciprocating manner.
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7. A massage chair according to claim 5 wherein said

coil is a cylinder and said magnetic core moves in

said coil in a reciprocating manner.

8. A massage chair according to claim 4 wherein said

detection circuit produces a voltage having an am-
plitude related to an inductance of said coil.

9. A massage chair according to claim 8 further com-
prising means for detecting a massage position at

which said massage balls contact said patient.

10. A massage chair according to claim 9 wherein said

means for detecting includes means for responding

to a maximum value of a voltage waveform to detect

a massage position at which said massage balls

comes into contact with said patient.

11. A massage chair according to claim 8 wherein said

detection circuit includes means for responding to

an average value of a voltage waveform to detect a

massage position at which said massage balls

comes into contact with said patient.

12. A massage chair according to claim 8 wherein said

detection circuit includes means for responding to

a degree of uniformity of a voltage waveform to de-

tect a massage position at which said massage
balls comes into contact with said patient.

13. A massage chair according to claim 8 wherein;

said detection circuit detects at least two of a

maximum value, an average value, and a degree of

uniformity of a voltage waveform; and

means for determining a massage position at

which said massage balls comes into contact with

said patient based on date detected by said detec-

tion circuit.-
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